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FALLING FOR SUMO 

 

First published in The Big Issue No 470 Nov 2014 

 

I am not a big sports fan, especially of something as ‘crass’ as wrestling. So during a recent trip to Japan, 

attending a sumo tournament didn’t figure on my itinerary. After all, what could possibly be interesting about 

watching morbidly obese, near-naked men fight each other in matches that are usually over in seconds?  

But that was before I met Murakami, the receptionist at our inn. Gentle, kimono-clad and impeccably 

mannered, Murakami is mad about sumo. Insisting that I could not leave her country without experiencing its 

favourite sport, Murakami listed yet another of sumo’s charms every time we crossed paths. At her final claim 

that, despite gambling, drug and match-fixing scandals, sumo is still ‘the heart of Japanese culture’, I knew I had 

to concede defeat.  

Delighted with her win, Murakami explained that I was in luck. While there are only six official sumo 

tournaments in Japan each year, my visit happened to coincide with a ‘dress rehearsal’ (or perhaps that should 

be an ‘undress rehearsal’) by the country’s most celebrated sumos. This tournament was to be held at sumo 

central – Tokyo’s Ryogoku Kokugikan stadium itself. And even better, unlike official tournaments, for which 

tickets can be costly and difficult to procure, entrance to the dress rehearsal was open to the public and free. But 

before attending the tournament, Murakami insisted there was something that I had to do first - eat like a sumo. 

And she knew just the place. 

 In Ryogoku district, amidst the huge street murals and shrines to yokozuna (grand champions) past and 

present and the displays of multi-coloured sumo nobori flags, are dotted restaurants, usually run by retired 

wrestlers, specialising in chanko nabe, the staple dish of the sumo. You can usually tell the restaurants by the 

models of wrestling rings standing at their entrances. Murakami’s favourite, established in the 1940s by its 

namesake, Tomoegata, a 9th generation sumo of the Tomozuna school, serves a chanko nabe renowned 

throughout the city. It sounded irresistible.  

 There was only one problem. The wrestlers’ favourite dish typically includes lots of meat and try as I 

might with my very limited Japanese I couldn’t convey to the bewildered waiter that I needed my meal ‘niku 

muryo’ (meat free). Giving up, I reluctantly settled for more modest fare.  As luck would have it, I was soon 

joined by a young local couple, who had trained for chanko nabe by not only skipping breakfast, but the 

previous night’s dinner as well. I watched in awe as pork, sardine balls, horse mackerel balls, clams, scallops, 

two kinds of unidentifiable fish, Chinese cabbage, shitake mushrooms, potherb, enoke mushrooms, scallions, 

burdock and grilled tofu, all beautifully presented, were successively immersed in a stock (flavoured with four 

types of miso) bubbling away in the hot pot in the middle of our table. No wonder the only thing sumo are fit for 

after lunch is a siesta.  

I know this because during my postprandial wander around the restaurant I discovered lists of rules and 

rituals about sumo training festooning its walls. I learned that not only sleep schedules, but diet, hair styles, 
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clothing, even transport - sumo are not allowed to drive - are prescribed. Throughout the many years of their 

training sumo live in ‘stables’, run by ex-wrestlers or ‘stable masters’, where all but the most senior sleep in 

dormitories and where, with no consultation, they are renamed when they first arrive. Selection of trainees is 

carefully vetted, and as foreign-born wrestlers were winning too many prizes, they are now limited to a single 

one per stable. This ascetic, rule-bound hierarchical lifestyle sounded much more like vocation than career 

choice.  

Next day, I followed the stream of people heading towards the stadium. Once inside its gates, I was 

greeted by massive mosaics depicting sumo tournaments in the Imperial courts of ancient Japan, where 

samurai/wrestlers of the Edo period entertained their betters. In the foyer, I passed huge trophy cabinets, with 

exhibits ranging from exquisite old vases to a cup which looked like a lolly dispenser complete with lollies and 

another in the shape of a large silver coke bottle.     

The packed hall reverberated with sumo drumming and crowd calls. After settling myself in a low red-

carpeted box at the very back, I looked way down towards the Shinto temple-style hanging roof, with its small 

spotlit ring below. And even though I knew what to expect, the sheer visual impact of more than thirty man 

mountains, dressed only in stiff loin cloths/thongs, still came as a shock. It was so at odds with my 

preconceptions about the necessity for athletes’ bodies to be lean and taut. The tournament began.   

Fortunately, Murakami had briefed me in advance, so I had some understanding of the history and 

meaning behind the elaborate ceremonial rituals unfolding below. When the wrestlers scattered salt in the ring 

before a bout I knew they were attempting to appease the Shinto gods, and when they stomped around they were 

hoping to drive off evil spirits. Even the wrestlers’ samurai-style topknots – which obviously presented some 

problems for balding competitors – were meant to honour the sport’s ancient origins. But despite the briefing, 

especially since all the signage, placards and announcements were in Japanese, I was often confused about what 

was actually going on.  

To one side of the ring was a long table with a white tablecloth, behind which sat a dozen suited men, 

who never made a sound, but watched intently. I assumed they were judges, though I never saw the referee 

conferring with them. Sometimes the two competitors were left alone in the ring area, yet at other times, their 

teams surrounded them – why, I have no idea. But after a while the fact that I was often in the dark didn’t seem 

to matter.  

And luckily the main rules of sumo are straightforward. The victor is the wrestler who manages to force 

his opponent out of the circular ring or make him touch the ground with anything other than the soles of his feet. 

And the winner of the whole championship is the person who defeats most opponents. It sounds simple, but the 

psychology of it is anything but.  

At the start of a bout, opponents squat on their own side of a white line drawn on the ring’s surface. 

Seemingly ready to pounce, one of them will unexpectedly stand slowly and stretch. Then he might crouch 

again, making ferocious eye contact. With the tension becoming almost unbearable, the second wrestler will 

sometimes rise and wander to the edge of the ring and wipe himself down, before returning, slapping his thighs 

and rolling his shoulders. Finally, and just when you think nothing is ever going to happen, they will leap at 
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each other, slapping and pushing and heaving until one of them hits the sand. At this, the audience breaks into 

uproar. Sumos, I realised, have perfected the art of exquisite suspense.  

Sadly, as this tournament was merely a dress rehearsal, it didn’t feature the famous dohyo-ri or ring 

entering ceremony, where the champions, including the hallowed yokozuna, distinguished by the large ropes 

around their waists, enter slowly one at a time in their gorgeous ceremonial aprons. That’s for next time. Instead, 

as the session neared its end, I was treated to an experience entirely unexpected yet, in its incongruity, utterly 

Japanese. The formerly serious, menacing sumos morphed into playful clowns, dragging and throwing each 

other good-naturedly around the ring, much to the hilarity of the crowd. I wouldn’t have missed that pantomine 

for anything. And as I sat there laughing, I realised something.    

Earlier, watching the wrestlers between bouts, I had noticed that they were constantly on the move, 

circling slowly or assuming a variety of poses – squatting on their toes, sitting cross-legged for lengthy periods, 

sometimes balancing on one leg with the other extended sideways. My initial scepticism about the restrictions 

imposed by their body mass had been replaced by awe at their endurance and grace. And once they entered the 

ring their speed, reflexes, strength and agility had me shouting as loudly as any of the locals. Murakami was 

right. With its traditions, pageantry, athleticism, suspense and humour, Japan’s national sport has it all.  

Clearly, I’ve fallen hard for Sumo. 

 


